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European Union Contested
Foreign Policy in a New Global Context
Series: Norm Research in International Relations
Analyzes the challenges and opportunities that norm contestation entails for
the EU’s foreign and security policy
Highlights new and old profiles of normative contestation in the EU
Includes case studies where key fundamental norms, organizing principles or
standardized procedures central to the EU’s role as an international actor are
contested
Provides a concise and empirically-grounded critique and adaptation of the
norm contestation literature
The European Union's foreign policy and its international role are increasingly being contested
both globally and at home.At the global level, a growing number of states are now challenging
the Western-led liberal order defended by the EU. Large as well as smaller states are vying for
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more leeway to act out their own communitarian principles on and approaches to sovereignty,
security and economic development.At the European level, a similar battle has begun over
principles, values and institutions. The most vocal critics have been anti-globalization
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movements, developmental NGOs, and populist political parties at both extremes of theleft-
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rightpolitical spectrum. This book, based onten case studies, explores someof the most
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important current challenges to EU foreign policy norms, whether at the global, glocal or intraEU level. The case studies cover contestation of the EU's fundamental norms, organizing
principles and standardized procedures in relation to the abolition of the death penalty, climate,
Responsibility to Protect, peacebuilding, natural resource governance,the International Criminal
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Court, lethal autonomous weapons systems, trade,the security-development nexus and the use
of consensus on foreign policy matters in the European Parliament.The book alsotheorizesthe
current norm contestation in terms of the extent to, and conditions under which,the EU foreign
policy is being put to the test.
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